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Chaos



The price we pay
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        Successful software projects
Paid for itself per the business needs (ROI)
Met important deadlines
Produced software that 

satisfies end users
is stable and reliable
performs acceptably
is extensible and maintainable

Left developrs and managers happy



To the rescue?





Agility



Test-Driven Development

•  White box, by the developers, concurrently
•  Much more than finding bugs

–  JIT specification of a class/method
– Useful documentation
– Means towards improved design
– Knowing when you’re done
–  Improving morale, feeling confident



TDD Loop

1.  Write a test, run it, watch it fail.
2.  Write the simplest possible code to pass 

the test.
3.  Run it, watch it pass, refactor as 

necessary.

(Automation is necessary, not very difficult.)





TDD Impact

10x



Ron Jeffries, XProgramming.com



Development tasks
Simple design

Unit tests

Story-driven Development

Customer stories
Customer priorities

Customer tests

1. Customer dependency

2. Testing difficulty



Major Benefit #1
Requirements

When you need them

In small chunks

Actionable, unambiguous, useful

With an opportunity to learn-as-you-go



Major Benefit #2
Data-driven project management

Iteration rituals and rhythm

Stories can be estimated (small chunks)

Measuring project velocity

Measuring team efficiency



Dynamometer Project

•  9 months
•  5 pairs of developers
•  C#/.NET GUI client,    C++ server











But wait, there’s more!

Automating acceptance tests gets you…
Executable requirements (even more unambiguous) 

Inexpensive for developers to run

Regression testing ability

Release process confidence

A few more bugs



Ways to automate system tests

1. Commercial record/playback tools
– Tied to specific UI controls
– Tests are often brittle
– Code generation gone wrong
– Script language is more like GPL

2. Language-of-the-app tests
– Done by developers
– Expensive to develop



Domain Specific Languages

•  a.k.a tiny, very high level, or application
•  Do one thing, but do it well

– More expressive, and efficient, but limited
•  Historical goal: lay programmers
•  Tim Menzies criteria

–  1 day productivity
– Elbow test



DSL for Acceptance Testing

•  Describe tests in the language of the app
•  Lots of recent interest
•  Goals of DSL approach to acceptance tests

Customer Developer Tester

Readable

Writeable



Example 1: Fantasy sports
Reality = sports teams
Realtyʹ′ = fantasy sports teams
Realtyʹ′ʹ′ = drafting fantasy sports teams
Realtyʹ′ʹ′ʹ′ = mock drafting fantasy sports teams

Complex multiplayer Java server with 
XML transaction engine,

 database persistence, TCP sockets
Our challenge: extend functionality and 

improve performance of legacy codebase





create_draft 
    name 'test draft'
    starts now + 1.minutes 
    sport 'football'
    num_rounds 15
    num_teams 6

    draft_type 'live' 
    trading_allowed false
    draft_order 'serpentine'

draft_signup 
    add_human_teams 6
    add_ai_teams 0

as_commissioner do
    connect_to_draft
    turn_autoselect_off
    wait_for_draft_to_start

    pause_draft_now
    change_pick_time_to 17.seconds

    wait 30.seconds

    pause_draft_now
    modify_pick 'R1P2' do
        set_player_to 'Peppers, Julius'
    end
    resume_draft
end



Example 2: Time Tracker



login
verify_at_punch_page
verify_default_punch_form
clear_punch_list
fill_punch_form do
   set_date_to today + 1
   set_project_to 'FF PPO Project'
   set_task_to 'Meetings'
   set_hours_to 4.5
   set_notes_to 'Did some work’
end
submit_punch_form

verify_at_punch_page
verify_punch_list_size_is 1
punch_list.for_first_punch do
   verify_date_is today+1
   verify_project_is "FF PPO Project"
   verify_task_is "Meetings"

verify_hours_is 4.5
verify_notes_is ‘Did some work

end



Example 3: Dyno Controller



Systir


